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Description
Chronic impeding pneumonic malady may be a preventable and
treatable malady characterized by partly reversible air flow limitation.
betoken index may be a multi-dimensional tool stands as pneumonic
composing the four individual variables capability measured by 6minute walk distance take a look at giving the overall points of 10;
divided into four quartiles. It’s wont to diagnose, grade the severity,
valuate general comorbidities, valuate the response to intervention and
predict the mortality thanks to the malady.
A hospital based mostly cross-sectional study was conducted
among a sampled eighty consecutive COPD patients visiting chest
clinic of Jimma University center situated at Jimma city, South west
Ethiopia; from could 18 to August 18, 2017 G.C; and therefore the
measuring of all individual variables of betoken index were performed
in line with the Yankee body part Society, their results were entered
into self-report inventory information and exported to SPSS for more
analysis. Chi-square take a look at, Spearman correlation, letter of the
alphabet live of agreement, receiver operator characteristic and space
below curve was applied to see the correlation and validity of
variables/tools in grading the severity of the malady.

Magnetic Attraction of Electron
Understanding the operate of the tiniest construction unit of the
nucleon which can represent gravity particles in its density case and
within the in the meantime represents the particles of the magnetic
attraction waves once been excited to maneuver from the atomic
gravity fields of the atom, thanks to jumping electrons among their
orbits at plasma part of materials.
Science is unable to directly observe the inner atomic structure or
sub-atomic particle production. The aim of this analysis is to develop a
model showing careful anatomy of the Atom & particle production
supported element & heavy hydrogen production throughout
cosmology's “First Second”. Showing however sub-atomic particles &
forces developed as results of cause and result. Agreeing that the
singularity particle was asteroid dicot genus with an anapole structure
& field that underwent a method of physical science, jeopardizing its
structure. Leading to stretching & phase transition from anapole
asteroid dicot genus into a dipole structure: wavelength 10-24 mm,
typical lepton size, throughout Plank/GUT Epochs. Postulating the
existence of primeval asteroid dicot genus Neutrinos, whose attributes
is substituted in equations for presently used Photons. We grasp
Photons did not exist at this time). In contrast to a negatron, lepton or
alphabetic character lepton, it is an asteroid dicot genus lepton,
derivation from asteroid dicot genus singularity 'decay' phase

transition. Every lepton is mid-point entangled with its antilepton,
behaving as its own Anti-particle. Neutrino/Anti-Neutrino pairs cause:
attraction, nuclear weak interaction. It’ll facilitate to reveal the
structure of reference frame and substance that shows however
quantum laws reach classical laws by bridging the gap.
80 COPD patients were listed within the study, mean aged (55.1 ±
13.66), BMI (19.98 ± 3.43), 6MWDT, betoken index purpose (6.17 ±
2.55), FEV 1% foreseen (42.5 ± 15.6) and symptom scale (2.2 ± 0.7)
were achieved. Majority of COPD patients were belonged to grade IV,
comparatively accumulated through the stages if classification was
created by betoken index and its elements (1% foreseen and 6MWDT)
however was higher among stage 3/severe if it absolutely was
supported gold stage and symptom score. All variables wont to grade
COPD were absolutely correlative with one another except with BMI
score (inversely correlated). The validity of the variables/tools utilized
in grading severity of the malady was hierarchical as betoken index,
6MWDT, FEV1%, gold stage and symptom score in digressive order
whereas BMI score had the least/poor validity to predict the aim of the
study supported specific results of their sensitivity, specificity, AUC
with ninety fifth CI and p-value.
The substance became representing joined of mysterious
throughout a researches either from NASA’s Chandra X-ray or
Japanese-led X-ray telescope, so in line with a basic physics principles
of a dynamic physics and its logical ideas and calculations, we have a
tendency to might even see matters through a distinct angles and that
we could notice a logical answers for the mystery of the substance, so
we have a tendency to may take into account the lack of the sunshine
reflection from surfaces of materials of the objects that moves at an
incredible speeds nearly speed of sunshine and therefore the other way
away people, so it became substance, even stars at that circumstances
(which moves at an incredible values of speeds and nearly a speed of
sunshine and therefore the direction away of us) will disappear, as a
result of these Photons of sunshine that emissions of visible radiation
of these stars to our facet won't be at the speed of sunshine, so these
magnetic attraction waves can lose its a essentially physics
characteristics and can be a simply (Semi-stable Photons within the
area or in at a coffee speeds), keep in mind the materials of the
universe are in moving at an incredible speeds thanks to the increasing
of the universe since the primary second of an enormous bang and
therefore the totally different of speeds of galaxies is thanks to a
distinct values of energies of every spherical layers of the explosion
zone.

Attraction Forces of the Magnetic Fields
Finding the simplest logical likelihood of the formation of those
Photons within the nuclear construction in stable energy and the way
to expand step by step to the area around nucleus of atom to represent
as atomic gravity field as extension of the nuclear constructions of
materials in balance circumstances between the attraction and
repulsion forces of the magnetic fields of electrons and positrons of
those photons, whereas this mechanism of the attraction and repulsion
forces are the facility of collision and growth of gravity fields of
various objects to make one new gravity field, grows step by step
thanks to the attraction forces of the magnetic fields of electrons and
positrons of photons of those totally different gravity fields, guiding
these material objects to draw in one another within the area of the
universe, as a result of these Photons of the gravity particles have a
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deep roots within the nuclear construction of those material objects via
a network of magnetic fields of electrons and positrons among photons
of the gravity particles and with same types magnetic fields of photons
of the atomic gravity fields and conjointly with the magnetic fields of
Electrons and Positrons of Photons of the nuclear construction units of
those material objects.
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